Newforma Project Center Mobile Apps

Save time managing project information on the go.

Newforma apps integrate with Newforma® Project Center software. That way, information entered once is available to team members whether they're working at their desks, in a conference room, or at the job site. No information silos. No double entry. No gap between the office and the field!

Project Email app

Find project emails wherever you're working.

Valuable project information often hides in an email filed by you or a team member. Find it using the Project Email app!

- Search emails and attachments.
- Download attachments to emails filed by your project team.
- Reply and forward as needed.

Plans app

Always work with the most up-to-date plans.

The Plans app synchronizes with Newforma Project Center’s Document Control activity center to display the most current plans and specs. They're easy to pan, zoom, mark up, and email while in the field.

- Create and locate field notes, punch list items, and action items directly on the relevant plan.
- Hyperlink plans and specifications to other plans.
- Designate your favorite plans for quick access.

Capture app

Slash the time needed to capture and manage action items, field notes, punch list items and more.

Move quickly through the site – the app stores data locally until you upload it, permitting faster captures.

- For each captured item, define what it is, where you observed it and, if applicable, who and when somebody needs to respond.
- Snap, mark up, and attach photos to captured items.
- Upload items to Newforma Project Center to be managed by you or your team members.

“With Newforma I can come over to the site, take my pictures, do my field report, go back to the office, click ‘Upload,’ and it’s all right there and ready to go. You’re talking a whole day of work that I’ve cut out.”

— Stantec
Project Teams app

Easily get in touch with anyone working on the project.

The Project Teams app assures you of current contact information for the entire project team. Because they're sortable by role, you can get answers even when you don't know the expert's name!

- Keep project contacts separate from personal contacts.
- Call, email, or text project contacts with a single click.

Tasks app

Prevent action items from slipping through the cracks.

Use the Tasks app to manage action items, field notes, punch lists and more. View past-due or coming-due items for any assigned team member, and update statuses, descriptions, locations, and assignments.

- Add a photo, or include one from the Camera Roll.
- View the comment history or leave a new comment.
- Filter items by type, status, space, assignee, originator, due date, discipline, or spec section.

Innovations

Newforma app

See the future of mobile project information management.

Newforma customers have asked for one app that does it all; the Newforma app is the answer to that request.

- Upload files and photos to the project.
- Access and work on shared project files wherever you're working.
- Functions of other apps are being consolidated in the Newforma app over time.

Field Reports app

Capture and manage field information more easily and quickly than ever.

A free Newforma Labs® product, the Field Reports app breaks the rules. Instead of integrating with Newforma Project Center, it's a no-cost, stand-alone app to demonstrate Newforma innovation.

- Record people and companies on site, enriched with photos and markups.
- Document equipment use, automatically record weather conditions, and more.
- Generate reports.

*Newforma Labs gets apps into your hands as early as possible so Newforma can gather feedback and assess which features will be most valuable to add to the Newforma app.

— Hilson Moran

These days everyone has smartphones, cameras, iPads. There are a lot of photographs being taken on the sites. Now we can upload and search through all those project images. We can use these images for proposals, new projects – for actually enhancing some of our drawing designs to show more visual aspects of the project.”

— WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff

By closing the gap between the field and office, Newforma removes delays in construction and project closeout. As project information and collaboration increase, we’re equipped to keep pace and grow.”
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